Instructions
Include these templates with your artwork to inform the lucky
recipient about the Sharing Art Matters movement.
Page 2: Print the second page of this PDF on any paper, cut
along the dotted lines and include with your art before leaving it
for a lucky recipient to find.
Page 3: Print the last page of this PDF on Avery 8387
perforated postcard paper. Include the informational insert with
your art before sharing it with the world!
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and should share their unique creative style
with the world. We want you to let go of
comparison or worries that your art isn’t
good enough, because your voice and your
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infuse positivity into your community by
leaving a piece of uplifting art in a public
place for someone to find. Snap a photo
where you leave your art and tag it with
#SharingArtMatters on social media to
help the movement grow. We can’t wait to
see your work, and hope to find out why
Sharing Art Matters to you.
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